
Regulations for ADU - Planning Commission Hearing 1/25 Report 

“These regulations do not make better ADUs, they make fewer ADUs” 

Written by Alex Pujo AIA on behalf of the AIASB ADU Committee:  

Chair:  Cass Ensberg FAIA 

Committee:  Alex Pujo AIA,  Andreas Blomst, Ellen Bildsten AIA, Gil Garcia AIA, Lori Kari AIA, Natalie Cope 

Phillips, Paul Poirier AIA, Paul Zink AIA, Stephanie Poole AIA, Tom Jacobs AIA, Val Froscher AIA, 

Christopher Manson-Hing AIA, Tere Jurado, Kevin Dumain AIA, Everett Woody, Dan Johnston AIA 

 

After a 6-hour hearing with multiple moving parts, a quasi-unanimous Planning Commission forwarded 

the Draft ADU ordinance to City Council on a 5-1-1 vote (Lodge opposed, Schwartz stepped down). But 

after a series of split votes, the Draft that came out of the hearing wore limited resemblance to the one 

originally proposed. The re-direction of critical components of the Draft is the essence of this report. 

  

About 80 design professionals and property owners filled the Council chamber and spilled onto the 

adjacent conference room.  They wore badges (“ADUs, Make it Simple!”) and sat quietly to a long, long, 

and very long presentation by Planners Rosie Dyste and Renee Brooke with “sensitivity to neighborhood 

concerns” and “high quality designs compatible with neighborhoods”. But when it was over the 

audience answered in kind with charts of FARs and open yards, homeowners’ stories of months lost at 

the counter and narratives of an aging parent, returning child, foreign student or a young worker in 

need of shelter. 

  

To be fair, four people spoke against AUDs, including three from the Sea Ledge neighborhood asking for 

owner occupancy of properties with ADUs.   

  

Asked by Commissioners, Fire Chief Joe Poire denied the need for a blanket exclusion of ADUs on High 

Fire Hazard Areas, repeating his previous testimony at Council in October. Soon, but not soon enough, 

the hearing morphed into a rush to vote up or down the nuts and bolts of the Draft ADU ordinance, like 

this: 

  

- “Require a recorded covenant for ADUs in single family zones only”. Motion Higgins/Lodge: 3-3 tie. 

(Yes: Higgins, Lodge and Wiscom; No: Thompson, Campanella and Jordan. Motion fails.) 

          (Counsel Scott Vince suggested a 3 to 5 year sunset for the required covenant as a way to gather 

additional support from PC, but the proposal did not prosper.)  

- “Apply the State statute to ADU applications submitted until the City adopts its ADU ordinance --not 

until these applications are ‘deemed complete’.” Motion Campanella/Jordan, 5-1 (Lodge opposed).   

- “Eliminate blanket prohibition of ADUs on High Fire Hazard areas in the foothills; add ADU parking (1 

space) as mitigation; subject to SBFD approval.” Motion Thompson/Jordan, 5-1 (Lodge opposed). 

- “Increase ADU maximum floor areas per AIA proposal.” Motion Campanella/Jordan. 5-1 (Lodge 

opposed). 

- “Trump (wave) the open yard standard (“be flexible”) when the required 1,250 (or 800 sf for small 

lots) of open space conflicts with an ADU of a size allowed for the parcel.” Motion Higgins/Jordan, 4-2 

(Lodge, Wiscom opposed). 

  



And so the Draft is moving on to Council with the covenant condition in question (but in any case, 

applicable only to single family properties); the blanket prohibition of ADUs in high fire areas removed; 

max. ADU floor areas increased per AIA’s ordinance; and the open yard requirement to be “flexible”.  A 

big thanks to the AIA Architects that made these changes possible.   
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